Blue & Grey Collection 2020

Blue & Grey
Collection - 2020
“Our inspiration for 2020: tailored lines, longevity, quality
and classic colours reflecting British life.
This year we have created a collection of suits and jackets
that reflect all that is great about British Tailoring and
traditional cloth manufacturing, allowing recognisable style
and quality to be re-interpreted for 2020 and beyond.”

Adam Nicholson
Designer & Tailor, The British Tailoring Co.

Our Suit
for 2020
The tailored lines of a two button
suit and the depth of a checked,
five button, collared waist coat with
wool/silk blend cloth (mastered by
Bateman and Ogden of Yorkshire).
Stand out from the crowd in this
signature suit for 2020 that exudes
that quality and style associated
with British Tailoring.

The James
Bond Suit
We are often asked for ‘The James
Bond Suit’ - the suit for all occasions
that provides the style and elegance
of British Tailoring.
We present our take on the great
Grey suit that is a staple for every
man’s wardrobe. This classic British
suit is constructed with a medium
weight Dugdale of Huddersfield cloth,
layered with a six button waistcoat,
slant pockets with over-flaps and
ticket pocket. This can be worn for
any occasion; work, play, wedding,
dinner or even secret missions!

Dandy
Oxford Dictionary definition: “A
young man unduly concerned with
looking stylish and fashionable.”
Be prepared to turn heads with this
striking Bateman and Ogden 100%
luxury merino wool grey and blue
check from their Cad and Dandy
range.

Changeable
Weather
Simply stylish in unpredictable
weather. This single jacket
manufactured from a medium
weight, water resistant, blue cloth
(by Holland & Sherry of Saville
Row) re-interprets the modern
tailored jacket.
With an inbuilt and removable
zip lapel front yoke, this jacket
can be worn winter or summer,
or changed as often as the the
weather! It provides tailored lines
and classic British Tailoring quality
for any casual occasion.

Summer Work
and Play
The essential summer suit for afternoon
meetings, weddings, or even journeys
through London’s Central Line.
This suit (made with a Holland & Sherry
cloth from the Crispaire range), is
lightweight allowing free air flow and is
crease resistant.
With a crisp, white, tailored summery shirt
and clean jacket welt pocket lines, this suit
represents all that is great about British
tailoring and cloth technology.

Autumn and
Winter Pleasure
This casual sports jacket is a stylish
addition to your wardrobe for when the
summer closes and autumn sets in.
With its medium weight 100% wool
cloth (by Abraham Moons and Sons of
Yorkshire), this jacket is perfect for walking
the dogs or a relaxed drink at the local.
This casual blue check jacket with its
brown and orange detailing combines the
rich colours of autumn.
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